Alternation is a common tool in complexity theory, where it has been used to prove various complexity classifications. In this work, we show that it can also be used to enhance the expressive power of the imperative part of a programming language. In particular, we present Alter-Java -an extension of Java by language constructs to express alternation, i.e., a sequence of "there exists" and "for all" statements. Moreover, we show that many practical problems have a very natural and succinct description in terms of alternation. In order to guarantee an efficient execution of such programs, we have introduced several optimizations. We also report on experiments with our implementation of Alter-Java. The results thus obtained illustrate that our alternation framework leads to competitive running times while the code to be written is significantly shorter than without this new language feature.
Introduction
The goal of this work is to augment the expressive power of the imperative part of a programming language by integrating alternation into it. In particular, we present Alter-Java -an extension of Java by language constructs to express alternation, i.e., a sequence of "there exists" and "for all" statements. Indeed, many practical problems have a very natural and succinct description in terms of alternation. For instance, the model-checking problem in tempo-ral logic (and thus problems like program verification) can be succinctly described via alternating automata, albeit non-deterministic descriptions lead to an exponential blow-up in general (see, e.g., [24, 34] ). More obvious representatives, which possess a very natural description in terms of alternation, are two-player games. For instance, player 1 has a winning strategy if there exists a move of player 1, such that for all moves of player 2, there exist a move of player 1, such that ... eventually a winning position for player 1 is reached. Also many problems with a procedural description of the solutions have a very compact declarative description via alternation with logic programming being the most prominent one [33] . For instance, in propositional logic programming, a fact A is derivable from a program P if there exists a fact or a rule in P (whose head atom is A), such that for all atoms in the body of the rule, there exists a fact or a rule in P, such that ... eventually no further rule is needed.
Alternation is commonly applied to complexity theoretical studies where it has proved very useful in various complexity classifications. Here, we demonstrate that alternation is also a practically relevant programming paradigm which nicely fits into general purpose programming languages. Integrating alternation into the imperative part of a programming language has several advantages.
• Many problems admit a very natural formulation in terms of alternation. A program using alternation as a language feature is thus very close to the problem specification. On the one hand, this makes the programming task much simpler. On the other hand, the readability is improved and also the verification of such programs is greatly simplified.
• As will become clear when we present Alter-Java, the language extension required in order to express alternation only adds a very small number of new constructs. Hence, the resulting programming language is intuitive and easy to learn.
• Integrating alternation into the imperative part of a programming language allows the programmer to specify the action required in each state by means of the imperative language while the overall structure of the algorithm is specified in terms of the declarative concept of "states".
• The programmer has to specify the states (indicating for each state if it is of type "exists" or "for all", the action carried out in each state, and the successor state) while the framework executing alternating algorithms takes care of the actual compu-tation. Generally applicable optimizations can thus be incorporated into the framework and are not the programmer's concern.
An important challenge faced by alternating algorithms is that, in general, they give rise to exponentially large computation trees. Hence, without further measures, the naive execution of an alternating algorithm leads to exponential time computation even for problems that are, in principle, solvable in polynomial time. Instead, tabling [7, 32] should be used in order to avoid the repetition of computations that have already been done. An even more severe problem encountered by alternating machines are computation paths that are excessively long or do not halt at all. In games, this means that there is a cycle in the strategy. A straightforward way to cope with this kind of problem is to introduce a counter. However, such a technique has several drawbacks. First, the programmer is requested to provide an upper bound for the counter and, second, such an upper bound is never tight and, thus, usually leads to very inefficient computation. We therefore shift the detection of excessively long or even non-halting paths in alternating programs from the programming level to the framework for executing such algorithms. So our framework handles cycles in programs and the programmer is completely relieved of this concern.
In the first place, the alternating algorithms presented in this paper are designed for decision problems. Consequently, the algorithms only give "yes" and "no" answers telling us if a solution exists. In case of games, the solution is a winning strategy, in case of Horn logic programming, the solution is a proof tree, etc. Hence, without further measures, these algorithms do not tell us what a solution may look like. However, with little extra effort during the execution of the alternating algorithms, we can compute a solution (in case of a "yes" answer) in a simple post-processing step.
Results. The main contributions of this paper are as follows.
• We give examples of programs and problems that demonstrate the existence of interesting and feasible alternating problems besides the intrinsically hard strategy games (like chess or Go), which are typically PSPACE-complete or even harder.
• We present Alter-Java -an extension of the Java language for expressing alternation. It turns out that only a very small number of additional language constructs is needed, thus making the resulting programming language easy to learn.
• We have implemented Alter-Java. A compiler (transforming an extended Java program into standard Java) and a framework for executing alternating algorithms are publicly available [10] .
• We have incorporated several optimizations into our Alter-Java framework. We also report on experiments with our implementation of Alter-Java. The results thus obtained illustrate that our alternation framework leads to competitive running times while the code to be written is significantly shorter than without this new language feature.
Structure. In the next section, we discuss related work. Then, in Section 3, we recall some basic definitions and properties of alternation. Several typical problems together with succinct alternating algorithms are described in Section 4. In Section 5, we show for the various problems how a possible solution can be computed in case of a "yes" answer. Alter-Java in conjunction with some code examples is presented in Section 6. We report on the implementation and optimization of our Alter-Java framework and on first experimental results with this framework in Sections 7 and 8, respectively. A conclusion is given in Section 9.
Related Work
The idea to use alternation as a programming paradigm dates back to the work by Harel [19] , who suggested a programming language which divides conventional programming constructs into classes of "and-" and "or-subgoals". Thus, this language can be seen as a straightforward abstraction of alternating Turing machines (which we formally introduce below in Section 3). Recent research, in turn, has been mostly devoted to the integration of different programming paradigms in order to combine their advantages; for a good overview, see e.g. [16, 17] . The integration of language features from declarative programming (in particular, from logic programming) into imperative programming languages has a long tradition. In [8] , an overview of non-determinism is given, including a choice function (to realize guesses) and backtracking to be integrated into imperative programming languages. In [28] , language extensions of Pascal with concepts from logic programming are presented. In particular, non-determinism in the form of a "split" construct (to deal with branches which may, in principle, be processed fully in parallel) has thus been incorporated into Pascal. These ideas have been significantly extended in the ALMA-project, where various declarative features (including non-determinism with "some" and "either -orelse" constructs as well as a controlled form of iteration over the backtracking via the "forall" construct) have been built into Modula-2, see [2, 3, 4] .
The work that evolved from the ALMA-project is closest to ours. Our approach differs from the previous works in that we aim at a complete, tailor-made solution for problems that are naturally expressed in terms of alternation. As a consequence, our language extension emphasizes the concept of a "state" (which can be either of type "exists" or of type "for all"). The programmer's task is to define the possible states, i.e., specify the type of each state, the actions to be carried out (by using the full power of the underlying imperative language) and the possible successor states. Moreover, our goal is to provide a framework which actually guarantees competitive computing time of the alternating programs.
Our target language is Java. Other attempts to build declarative language features into Java have been, for instance, [1] and [35] . The goal of those works was to integrate declarative constraint handling mechanisms into Java.
Conversely, also imperative programming features have been integrated into declarative languages. In particular, imperative extensions of logic programming as provided by Prolog interpreters like the SICStus Prolog C interface, or the Foreign Language Interface of SWI-Prolog have been accomplished (see also [27] ). Recently, also answer-set programming has been extended by such features (realized via so-called external atoms), most notably the dlvhex system [11] which has been successfully applied to problems related to the Semantic Web [12] .
Preliminaries
In this section, we have a look at the foundations of alternation by recalling alternating Turing machines (ATMs) and some basic results on complexity classes defined via ATMs [5] .
Deterministic and non-deterministic TMs. Let k ≥ 1 be an arbitrary integer. A deterministic k-string Turing machine (DTM) is a quadruple M = (K, Σ, δ, s) where K is a finite set of states, Σ is the alphabet of M (i.e., a finite set of symbols including the blank symbol ⊔ and the start symbol ⊲), s ∈ K is the initial state, and
k is the transition function. A non-deterministic k-string Turing machine (NTM) is a quadruple M = (K, Σ, ∆, s) with K, Σ, and s as before, and
k is the transition relation. DTMs can be considered as a special case of NTMs where, for every (q,ā) ∈ K × Σ k , the relation ∆ contains only one tuple (q,ā, q ′ ,ā ′ ,d). Configurations and computations. The computation of a Turing machine M on some input x can be described as a sequence of configurations, indicating the state of M , the tape contents of the k tapes of M , and the cursor position on each tape. The initial configuration of M on input x is defined as follows: M is in the initial state s, the cursor on each tape is on the first position, the contents of tape 1 is ⊲x ⊔ ⊔ . . . (i.e., start symbol ⊲ plus input x plus blanks), and the contents of the remaining tapes is ⊲ ⊔ ⊔ . . . . Now suppose that M is in some configuration c, s.t. M is in state q and the cursors on the k tapes are currently reading the symbols a = (a1, . . . , a k ). Then the computation of M is allowed to continue in configuration c
′ is obtained from c as follows: (1) The state in c ′ is q ′ , (2) the tape cells pointed at by the k cursors in c are overwritten by the symbolsā
all other tape cells are left unchanged, and (4) the k cursors of M are moved according tō d = (d1, . . . , d k ), i.e., if di is given by → (resp. ← or −) then the i-th cursor is moved one cell to the right (resp. is moved one cell to the left or stays where it is). M halts if it reaches a configuration with state "yes" or "no".
If M has a legal transition from configuration c to c ′ , then we write c M → c ′ . All possible computations of an NTM M on input x can be represented in a computation tree, whose vertices are the configurations of M on input x: the root node is the initial configuration and a node c ′ is the child of a node c if c
For a DTM M , this tree degenerates to a single path, i.e., every node has at most one child. An NTM M accepts an input x if there exists a branch in the computation tree, s.t. the leaf node is a configuration with state "yes". A language (or, equivalently, a decision problem) is decided by a machine M if L = {x ∈ Σ * | M accepts input x}.
Alternating Turing machines (ATMs). An alternating k-string Turing machine (ATM) is a quintuple M = (K, Σ, ∆, s, g) where K, Σ, ∆, and s are as in case of NTMs and g : K → {∧, ∨, accept, reject} assigns labels to the states. Only the "yes" state is labelled with accept and only the "no" state is labelled with reject. We call a state "universal" (resp. "existential") if it is labelled with ∧ (resp. ∨). NTMs can be considered as ATMs where all states other than "yes" and "no" are "existential". Similarly, if some problem L ⊆ Σ * is decided by an NTM, then its co-problem co-L = Σ * \ L is decided by an ATM where all states other than "yes" and "no" are "universal". In Figure 1 , a typical computation tree of an arbitrary ATM is juxtaposed with the special case of a problem L decidable by an NTM. For the co-problem of L, the existential states simply have to be replaced by universal ones.
The intuition of the labelling function g is captured by defining if a configuration leads to acceptance or not. This definition works bottom-up in the computation tree of an ATM M on input x. (1) A configuration with state "yes" leads to acceptance; a configuration with state "no" does not lead to acceptance. (2) A configuration with a universal state leads to acceptance if and only if all successor configurations (i.e., all child nodes in the computation tree) lead to acceptance. (3) A configuration with an existential state leads to acceptance if at least one successor leads to acceptance.
Clearly, in order to recognize if a configuration c leads to acceptance, it is not always necessary to inspect all successor configurations of c. Indeed, in case of an existential configuration, it suffices to detect one successor configuration which leads to acceptance; we do not care about the other successors. Likewise, if a universal configuration has a successor that does not lead to acceptance, then the other successors are irrelevant. Therefore, we can decide the acceptance of quantified configurations with non-halting successors as long we have a witness for the "leading-to-acceptance" value. This observation leads to the definition of a labelling function ℓ : C (M,x) → {1, 0, ⊥}, where C (M,x) is the set of all configurations in the computation tree of M on input x and ℓ(c) indicates if a configuration c leads to acceptance (ℓ(c) = 1) does not lead to acceptance (ℓ(c) = 0), or we don't care (ℓ(c) =⊥). The labelling ℓ(c) of any configuration c in the computation tree has to be determined by the labellings ℓ(c ′ ) of all successor configurations according to the standard 3-valued semantics of logical "and" and "or" operators, e.g., (0 ∧ ⊥ = 0) and (1 ∧ ⊥ = ⊥), while (0 ∨ ⊥ = ⊥) and (1 ∧ ⊥ = 1). An ATM M accepts an input x if there exists a labelling ℓ of the computation tree of M on input x, s.t. the ℓ(c0) = 1 for the initial configuration c0. A language (or, equivalently, a decision problem) is decided by an ATM M if L = {x ∈ Σ * | M accepts input x}. Complexity classes. Suppose that some language L is decided by a k-string DTM or NTM M . We say that M decides L in time f (n) if, for every input x, the length of every computation path is restricted by f (|x|). Similarly, we say that M decides L in space f (n) if for every input x and on every computation path, the total number of cells ever visited by any of the cursors on tape 2, . . . , k is restricted by f (|x|). Note that, in order to allow sub-linear space (in particular, logarithmic space), the first tape of a k-string TM is considered as an input tape, i.e., it may be read in any direction but its content may never be altered.
By P and EXPTIME we denote the class of problems decidable by a DTM in polynomial resp. exponential time. By L, PSPACE, EXPSPACE, we denote the class of problems decidable by a DTM in logarithmic resp. polynomial resp. exponential space. By NP, NEXPTIME, NL, we denote the class of problems decidable by an NTM in polynomial time, exponential time, or logarithmic space, respectively. Now suppose that some language L is decided by an ATM M . We say that M decides L in time f (n) if, for every input x, there exists a labelling function ℓ : C (M,x) → {1, 0, ⊥}, s.t. the length of every computation path whose configurations have a label different from ⊥ is restricted by f (|x|). Similarly, we say that M decides L in space f (n) if for every input x and on every computation path whose configurations have a label different from ⊥, the total number of cells ever visited by any of the cursors on tape 2, . . . , k is restricted by f (|x|). Note that alternating complexity classes (like deterministic complexity classes) are closed under complement, i.e., if a language L is decided by some ATM M in time resp. space f (n), then the complementary language co-L is decided by the ATM M ′ , which is obtained from M by swapping "yes" and "no" states and by swapping "universal" and "existential" states.
We thus get the alternating complexity classes ALOGSPACE, AP, APSPACE, and AEXPTIME as the classes of problems decidable by ATMs in alternating logarithmic space, polynomial time, polynomial space, and exponential time, respectively. The following relationships between alternating and "ordinary" complexity classes are shown in [5] :
Alternating Algorithms for Horn Problems. Definite Horn Minimal Model.
Atom p is in the minimal model if there EXISTS a clause C ∈ ϕ containing p as literal such that FORALL negative literals ¬qi ∈ C it holds that qi is in the minimal model. Checking that qi is in the minimal model is done in the same way.
co-Definite Horn Minimal Model.
p is not in the minimal model if FORALL clauses C ∈ ϕ containing p as literal there EXISTS a negative literal ¬qi ∈ C such that qi is not in the minimal model. Checking that qi is not in the minimal model is done in the same way.
Horn Satisfiability (HORNSAT).
ϕ is satisfiable if FORALL goals C ∈ ϕ there EXISTS a negative literal ¬qi ∈ C such that qi is not in the minimal model. For checking that qi is not in the minimal model, we use the alternating approach for the co-problem of Definite Horn Minimal Model. 
Problem Descriptions Using Alternation
P is usually considered as the class of efficiently computable problems, whereas the problems hard for NP or any class above (like PSPACE, EXPTIME, EXPSPACE, etc.) are considered as intractable. By the relationship between alternating and "ordinary" complexity classes (see Section 3), we can thus think of ALOGSPACE as the class of efficiently computable alternating problems. Note that in logarithmic space, we are allowed to store pointers or counters but not larger parts of intermediate results.
The class P contains many well-known problems. In principle, all of these problems are also solvable in ALOGSPACE. Of course, alternating algorithms are not meant to replace deterministic ones in every situation, i.e., alternation is not the best solution for all problems in P. However, there is a surprisingly large portion of problems in the class P which have a natural and intuitive specification in terms of alternation. In this section, we present a few examples. All of these problems are taken from the collections of P-complete problems in [18] and [23] .
Horn problems
The first group of problems presented here stems from logic programming, which has been characterized via alternation by Shapiro [33] back in 1984. In that paper, programs with variables are considered. For the matter of presentation, we restrict ourselves here to (propositional) logic programming, i.e. problems associated to propositional Horn formulas. Recall that a propositional formula ϕ in conjunctive normal form is Horn (resp. definite Horn) if each clause in ϕ contains at most one (resp. exactly one) unnegated atom. A clause consisting of positive and negative literals (resp. only a positive literal resp. only negative literals) is called a rule (resp. fact resp. goal). Now consider the following basic problem: Definite Horn Minimal Model Instance: A definite Horn formula ϕ and an atom p. Question: Is p in the minimal model of ϕ?
An atom p is in the minimal model if p is a fact in ϕ or p is the positive literal in a clause and all other atoms in the same clause are in the minimal model. The case that p is a fact is just a special case of the second one where p is the only literal in the clause.
An alternating algorithm for this problem is given in Figure 2 . A computation path of this algorithm ends when arriving at a clause C that is a fact, i.e., C consists of a single (positive) literal. Such Alternating Algorithms for Games. Two-Player Game. Player 1 has a winning strategy in the Game G if there EXISTS a move for player 1 such that FORALL possible moves of player 2, player 1 has a winning strategy.
Cat and Mouse.
The mouse has a winning strategy if there EXISTS a move for the mouse such that FORALL possible moves of the cat, the mouse has a winning strategy. a C has no negative literals and therefore no successors. As usual, universal quantifiers over the empty set are interpreted as accept and existential quantifiers over the empty set as reject. A problem in this algorithm is that we may get some cycles. For example, if ϕ includes the rules q → p, p → q, then asking for p leads to an infinite computation path alternating these two rules. We shall come back to this point in Section 7, when we present some optimizations built into our alternation framework.
As mentioned in Section 3, alternating complexity classes are closed under complement. Hence, in Figure 2 , we also give an alternating algorithm for the co-problem of Definite Horn Minimal Model. This algorithm can then be used to solve the well-known P-complete satisfiability problem for Horn clauses [9] .
Horn Satisfiability (HORNSAT)
Instance: A Horn formula ϕ. Question: Is ϕ satisfiable?
A straightforward deterministic algorithm would compute the minimal model for the definite Horn part and then check all goals with this model. Our alternating algorithm in Figure 2 uses this idea, but in reversed order: First, we branch over the goals and then we check whether they are consistent with the rules and facts of ϕ.
Games
A very common class of natural alternating problems are twoplayer games, more precisely the problem of finding a winning strategy in such a game. For most strategy games, this problem is much harder than P. For instance, Chess and Go (with Japanese rules) are EXPTIME complete [13, 30] and even the simplified version in [25] , which forbids exponentially long games, is PSPACEcomplete. In fact, even the simple game Tic-Tac-Toe (when played on an m × n board and players need k cells in a row) is PSPACEcomplete [29] . Below, we present a tractable game on graphs together with an alternating algorithm. Note however that our alternating programming framework is, in principle, also applicable to hard games -of course, with the expected exponential time and space consumption. We start our exposition by describing the general pattern of two-player games [20, 18] .
Two-Player Game (GAME)
Instance: A two-player game G. This is a tuple G = (P1, P2, W1, s, M ) with
• P1 is the set of game positions where it is player 1's turn while, in the positions of P2, it is player 2's turn.
• W1 is the set of immediate winning positions for player 1.
• s is the starting position, i.e. player 1 starts the game.
• M is the set of allowed moves. So if a player is in position p and (p, q) ∈ M , then the player may move to position q. The definition of M ensures that the turns alternate between the two players.
We define a winning position with a kind of recursion. A position p is called a winning position if and only if one of the following conditions holds:
• p ∈ W1 (i.e., p is an immediate winning position).
• p ∈ P1 and there exists a move (p, w) ∈ M such that w is a winning position.
• p ∈ P2 and for every move (p, w) ∈ M , w is a winning position.
Question: Is s a winning position for player 1?
The definition of GAME captures almost all two-player games but, for most games, the encoding as GAME would lead to an exponential or higher blow up of the input. Note that also nplayer games can be easily transformed into a two-player game. We just encode each possible combination of moves from player 2, 3, . . . , n as move for player 2 in the two-player game. A straightforward alternating algorithm for the GAME problem is displayed in Figure 3 . Below, we discuss a concrete two-player game on graphs, namely the Cat and Mouse game studied in [6] .
Cat and Mouse
Instance: A directed graph (V, E). Vertices c, m, g ∈ V The game is played as follows: The cat starts on vertex c, the mouse starts on vertex m, and vertex g is the goal (the mouse hole). The mouse has the first move and then moves alternate between cat and mouse. In each move, the player (cat or mouse) has the choice to follow an edge in the graph or stay at the current vertex. The mouse loses if it gets caught by the cat, which means that mouse and cat occupy the same vertex. The mouse wins if it reaches the mouse hole without being caught. Question: Does the mouse have a winning strategy?
By inspecting the alternating Cat and Mouse algorithm in Figure 3 , the membership in ALOGSPACE and, hence, in P is immediate. Indeed, each position of the game is determined by the current vertex of the mouse and of the cat. Logarithmic space clearly suffices to store these two vertices of the given graph.
Circuits
Also the evaluation of Boolean circuits allows for intuitive solutions via alternation. We start with a restricted form, which is nonetheless P-complete [18] .
Monotone Circuit Value Problem (MCVP)
Instance: A monotone Boolean circuit α (a circuit built only of AND and OR gates) with inputs x1, . . . , xn and output y. Question: Is output y true on the inputs x1, . . . , xn? In Figure 4 , we give an alternating algorithm for the Monotone Circuit Value Problem and also for its co-problem, i.e., the problem of checking if some Boolean circuit does not evaluate to true. These two algorithms can then be combined to solve the Circuit Value Problem [21] for arbitrary Boolean circuits (including NOT-gates).
Circuit Value Problem (CVP)
Instance: A Boolean circuit α with inputs x1, . . . , xn and output y. Question: Is output y true on the inputs x1, . . . , xn?
Computing a Solution
Strictly speaking, the alternating algorithms in the previous section (like alternating Turing machines, in general) only give "yes" and "no" answers telling us if a solution exists. In case of games, the solution is a winning strategy, in case of the Horn problems, the solution is a proof tree, etc. execute the alternating algorithms, little extra effort suffices to store the required information which allows us to reconstruct the actual solutions in a post-processing step. Essentially, the information needed is a representation of the computation tree of the alternating algorithm. In fact, as we have seen in Section 3, not the entire computation tree is needed as a witness for the "yes" answer. Recall that we may use a labelling function ℓ : C (M,x) → {1, 0, ⊥}, where C (M,x) is the set of all configurations in the computation tree on input x and ℓ(c) indicates if a configuration c leads to acceptance (ℓ(c) = 1), does not lead to acceptance (ℓ(c) = 0), or we don't care (ℓ(c) =⊥). Only the configurations with label different from ⊥ are needed to derive a solution. Hence, if we store the configurations in the computation tree plus the edges between them, we can afterwards compute a solution in case the algorithm ends with a "yes" answer. In this section, we look how the (relevant part of the) computation tree can be encoded for the alternating algorithms from the previous section.
As for the complexity, note that even tractable problems (i.e., in P = ALOGSPACE) have, in general, exponentially big computation trees. In Section 7 we shall see how tabling can be used to ensure efficient execution of our alternating algorithms. The tables used to store the already encountered configurations of the alternating algorithm can be extended to a succinct (i.e., polynomially big) representation of the possibly exponentially big solution.
Proof Trees in Horn Problems
When computing that p is in the minimal model of a definite Horn formula ϕ we may also be interested in proving this. We can use the computation tree as proof tree. To prove that p is in the minimal model we have to find a rule q1, . . . , qn → p, n ≥ 0 and proofs for q1, . . . , qn. There are two types of configurations in the computation tree. First the existentially quantified configurations with literals to be proven and then the universal configurations with rules to be satisfied.
To get a proof that p is in the minimal model, we start with the configuration representing p (the initial configuration) and then follow the (first) leading-to-acceptance successor configuration. This successor configuration represents a rule of the form q1, . . . , qn → p, n ≥ 0 and has the successor configurations representing q1, . . . , qn and all of them lead to acceptance. Assuming we have a proof that q1, . . . , qn are in the minimal model, we can construct the proof for p by simply adding q1, . . . , qn → p to the proof. The proofs for the qi's can be computed recursively from the computation tree by the same idea. This can be formally proven by induction on the tree size and the fact that every accepting computation path is finite.
Note that, in general, it is not possible to compute the minimal model from the computation tree. The reason for this is that there may be facts and rules in ϕ which the alternating algorithm has not used when checking that p is in the minimal model (i.e., these facts and rules are encoded in configurations labelled with ⊥ in the computation tree).
Winning Strategy in Games
The computation tree of a two player game consist of the game configurations (e.g., the positions of cat and mouse) and the connections between two configurations. The difference between two connected configurations is the move made by one player. Configurations of a winning strategy can be divided into two sets. The existentially quantified moves where player 1 has to make a move and the universally quantified moves where it is player 2's turn.
We can identify the first move of a winning strategy by choosing a leading-to-acceptance configuration A among the successors of the initial configuration. Now the opponent can choose among several moves which all lead to successors E1, . . . , E k of A. A was universally quantified and therefore every Ei is a leading-to-acceptance configuration. Therefore there is a leadingto-acceptance successor for Ei which gives us the next move for the winning strategy. We do this until there is an immediate winning position. For a formal proof once more we can use induction and the fact that an accepting computation path is finite.
Circuit Value
An alternating algorithm for evaluating Boolean circuits would save the current gate of the evaluation in the configuration. So here we can use the computation tree to get the truth values of some internal gates or find all gates that were evaluated to compute the truth value of the output gate. A gate is true if it is encoded in a leading-to-acceptance configuration (it is labeled with 1) and false if the configuration is labeled with 0. We cannot make a decision about gates not encoded in a configuration or encoded in a configuration labelled with ⊥.
Alter-Java
We now present Alter-Java -an extension of the Java language that supports alternating programs. Due to space limitations, we only highlight this language here. The complete ANTLR grammar [26] of Alter-Java together with a compiler that transforms Alter-Java programs into standard Java and a Java package for executing alternating programs is available at [10] . Variables. The main idea of alternating programming is to define states which compute successor states and combine the successors' results to a return value for the original state. Following the idea of alternating Turing machines, we have to distinguish between input variables (corresponding to the input tape of an ATM) and work variables (corresponding to the work tapes of an ATM). Recall that this distinction is crucial for problems in ALOGSPACE and, hence, in P. Input variables must not be modified. Hence, the access to input variables is restricted to the following actions:
• read access to primitive data type variables
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a r E x p r e s s i o n s t a t e m e n t ( ' e l s e ' s t a t e m e n t ) ? | ' f o r ' ' ( ' f o r C o n t r o l ' ) ' s t a t e m e n t | ' w h i l e ' p a r E x p r e s s i o n s t a t e m e n t | ' do ' s t a t e m e n t ' w h i l e ' p a r E x p r e s s i o n ' ; ' | ' t r y ' b l o c k c a t c h e s ' f i n a l l y ' b l o c k | ' s w i t c h ' p a r E x p r e s s i o n '{ ' s w i t c h B l o c k S t a t e m e n t G r o u p s '} ' | ' t h ro w ' e x p r e s s i o n ' ; ' | ' b r e a k ' ( I d e n t i f i e r ) ? ' ; '
| ' c o n t i n u e ' ( I d e n t i f i e r ) ? ' ; ' | ' ; ' | s t a t e m e n t E x p r e s s i o n ' ; ' | I d e n t i f i e r ' : ' s t a t e m e n t | ' a c c e p t ' ' ; ' | ' r e j e c t ' ' ; ' | ' f o r a l l ' '{ ' n o n d e t e r m i n i s m '} ' | ' e x i s t s ' '{ ' n o n d e t e r m i n i s m '} ' ; n o n d e t e r m i n i s m :
(
I d e n t i f i e r '{ ' s t a t e S t a t e m e n t * '} ' | s t a t e L o o p ) + ; s t a t e L o o p :
' f o r ' ' ( ' f o r C o n t r o l ' ) ' '{ ' s t a t e C a l l '} ' ; Figure 5 . Top-level definitions of Alter-Java syntax.
• call to a "read method", i.e., a method that returns the same value whenever it is called with the same parameters. Furthermore, such a method must not influence the result of other read methods or primitive variables used in the alternating program.
Work variables are variables that describe the configurations of an alternating program. For problems in ALOGSPACE, the work variables may only consume logarithmic space. Hence, in this case, the work variables are either of primitive data type (or possibly fixed-size arrays thereof) or variables of object types used as "cursors", i.e.: they may only be assigned to objects from the input (for reading access) rather than created with new.
Overall structure. On the top-level, an alternating program is structured as follows (see Figure 5) . At the beginning, there is the place for header information: It is used for the definition of the Java package into which the compiled program should be included and for Java class imports. So we can use Java Classes in our alternating program without qualifying the whole package. The actual program starts with the atm keyword and the name of the program. Following the name, there is the place to define the input variables as a list of type-name pairs.
Then there is a block with the definition of the work variables. We distinguish two kinds of work variables: those storing data that can be modified and those holding a reference to an input object. Data variables are variables with a primitive data type. They may be assigned arbitrary values. Cursor variables are variables with an object type. The only valid way of using a cursor variable is by assigning to it an object from the input or the 'null' value. Finally, one-dimensional arrays are allowed, whose elements are treated according to their type: An array of object types holds references to the input while an array of primitive types holds values. States. The central part of an alternating program is the code for the states (see Figure 5) . A state definition begins with the state keyword followed by the name of the state and a code block. In this code block, the programmer can use most of the Java constructs. An important restriction is that the programmer is not allowed to define local variables (since variables have to be either input or work variables) except for counter-variables in for-loops. Moreover, there are some restrictions on object-oriented features, e.g., as has already been mentioned, the new command is not allowed.
In the code block of a state, some additional constructs are allowed in order to support alternation. First there are the commands accept and reject which immediately decide if a configuration leads to acceptance or not. The alternation in the algorithms comes from the forall and exists statements. The forall command says that the configuration has a set of successors (maybe the empty set) and it only leads to acceptance if all successors lead to acceptance. The exists statement has the dual semantics, i.e., the configuration leads to acceptance if one successor leads to acceptance. As the semantics of the forall and exists commands needs the successor configurations, they are always followed by a block defining these successors. For a configuration we need a state and work variables. So a forall block resp. an exists block is basically a list of (state, work variables) pairs. Each such pair is the name of a state and a block defining the work variables. If the number of successors depends on the input, then for-loops may be used to compute the successors.
Execution. An alternating program works as follows: After initialization of the work variables, the computation starts in the first state. A state makes some computation using input and work variables and then either immediately accepts / rejects the input or computes a quantifier and a set of successor configurations. Analogously to alternating Turing machines, a configuration is simply a state with an instance of the work variables. A configuration that does not immediately accept or reject has a set of successors and a quantifier. Such a configuration accepts the input if one successor accepts (in case of an existential quantifier) or if all successors accept (in case of a universal quantifier). Examples. In the following subsections, we put Alter-Java to work by presenting code portions to implement some of the algorithms from Section 4.
Definite Horn Minimal Model
Recall the Definite Horn Minimal Model problem from Section 4.1. In Figure 6 , we give an Alter-Java program for this problem. We have decided to encode the propositional variables as integer values but, of course, other encodings are conceivable. A problem instance is encoded as a pair consisting of int goal (the variable for which we test whether it is in the minimal model) and the object Map<Integer, Set<Set<Integer>>> rules, that is our set of Horn clauses represented by mapping each atom h to bodies of rules which have h as head. Bodies of rules themselves are sets of atoms. Thus we map each atom to a set of sets of atoms. In particular, a fact f is package a t . a c . t u w i e n . d b a i . a l t e r n a t i o n . e x a m p l e s ; import j a v a . u t i l . Map ; import j a v a . u t i l . S e t ;
atm D e f i n i t e H o r n ( i n t g o a l , Map<I n t e g e r , Se t<Se t<I n t e g e r >>> r u l e s ) { i n t h e a d = g o a l ; Se t<I n t e g e r > body ; s t a t e e v a l H e a d{ e x i s t s { f o r ( Se t<I n t e g e r > r u l e : r u l e s . g e t ( h e a d ) ) { e v a l B o d y { body= r u l e ; } } } } s t a t e e v a l B o d y { f o r a l l { f o r ( I n t e g e r l i t e r a l : body ) { e v a l H e a d{ h e a d = l i t e r a l ; } } } } } Figure 6 . Alter-Java program for Definite Horn Minimal Model.
encoded as rule with f as head and the empty set as body -so, f is mapped to a set that contains the empty set. Recall that existential quantification over the empty set yields rejection, while universal quantification over the the empty set yields acceptance.
The program has two states: the state evalHead tests if the currently processed variable head is in the minimal model, and the state evalBody tests if the currently processed body of a rule is in the minimal model. A configuration is thus characterized either by an atom or by a set of atoms. In the evalHead state, we loop over all clauses which have the atom head in their head. If no such rule exists, we reject; otherwise we move to the state evalBody for each such rule. Likewise, in the evalBody state we loop over all atoms in the currently processed body. If no such atom exists (i.e., we arrived at a fact), we return accept. Otherwise, we call the evalHead state again, for each atom in the body.
Cat and Mouse
Now consider the Cat and Mouse game from Section 4.2. The Alter-Java program in Figure 7 again defines two states: One for the mouse to move next and one for the cat. Recall that the mouse (i.e., player 1) only wins when it reaches the goal. Both, the cat and the mouse may also pass moving and stay at their node.
As input, the program takes the gameboard Graph<Integer> gameboard (where Graph<Integer> is a simple class for storing directed graphs with integer nodes), the start position of the cat Graph.Node <Integer> catStart and of the mouse Graph.Node<Integer> mouseStart, as well as the goal (i.e., the mouse hole) Graph.Node<Integer> goal. In the work variables, we store the current position of the cat in Graph .Node<Integer> catPosition, and likewise, of the mouse in Graph.Node< Integer> mousePosition. These two variables represent the current game configuration.
The states contain the straightforward implementation of the alternating algorithm from Section 4.2; the realization essentially uses the same ideas as used in the implementation for the Horn Minimal Model problem; just note that the getChildren () method yields the set of nodes accessible from the current node and the loops range over these (possibly empty) sets. package a t . a c . t u w i e n . d b a i . a l t e r n a t i o n . e x a m p l e s ; atm CatAndMouse ( Graph<I n t e g e r > gameboard , Graph . Node<I n t e g e r > c a t S t a r t , Graph . Node<I n t e g e r > m o u s e S t a r t , Graph . Node<I n t e g e r > g o a l ) { Graph . Node<I n t e g e r > c a t P o s i t i o n = c a t S t a r t ; Graph . Node<I n t e g e r > m o u s e P o s i t i o n = m o u s e S t a r t ; We have implemented one simple optimization: We observe that, if the mouse passes, this leads to a cycle in the strategy when the cat passes. As the choices of the cat are universally quantified, we would always get such a cycle in a winning strategy and therefore there is a smaller winning strategy without passing. So it is dispensable to follow such a passing successor and we can remove this possibility for the mouse player.
Monotone Circuit Value Problem
We conclude our collection of examples with the Alter-Java program (see Figure 8) for the Monotone Circuit Value Problem from Section 4.3. Notably, this program works with a single state but still has a quantifier alternation in the computation. A problem instance here consists of the circuit Circuit circ with an id for each gate, a series of input values boolean[] input and the id of output gate int outIndex. A configuration of the program is described by the gate Circuit .Gate<Circuit.GateTypes> gate that is currently evaluated. The state evaluate chooses the quantifier to use according to the type of the gate: The program quantifies existentially over the predecessor gates for an OR gate and universally for an AND gate.
Implementation and Optimization
We have provided a framework for actually running Alter-Java programs, see [10] . This framework consists of (1) an ANTLR Grampackage a t . a c . t u w i e n . d b a i . a l t e r n a t i o n . e x a m p l e s ; atm MCVP( C i r c u i t c i r c , bo o l e a n [ ] i n p u t , i n t o u t I n d e x ) { C i r c u i t . Gate<C i r c u i t . G a t e T y p e s> g a t e = c i r c . g e t O u t G a t e ( o u
f o r a l l { f o r ( C i r c u i t . Gate<C i r c u i t . G a t e T y p e s> t e m p G a t e : g a t e . g e t I n ( ) ) { e v a l u a t e { g a t e = t e m p G a t e ; } } } c a s e OR : e x i s t s { f o r ( C i r c u i t . Gate<C i r c u i t . G a t e T y p e s> t e m p G a t e : g a t e . g e t I n ( ) ) { e v a l u a t e { g a t e = t e m p G a t e ; } } } c a s e OUTPUT : e x i s t s { f o r ( C i r c u i t . Gate<C i r c u i t . G a t e T y p e s> t e m p G a t e : g a t e . g e t I n ( ) ) { e v a l u a t e { g a t e = t e m p G a t e ; } } } d e f a u l t : r e j e c t ; } } } Figure 8 . Alter-Java program for MCVP. mar [26] for Alter-Java, (2) a compiler that translates alternating programs into Java classes, and (3) a Java package for executing alternating programs.
Overall goal of the execution mechanism. The primary goal of executing an alternating program is to compute the leading-toacceptance value of the initial configuration (consisting of initial state and initial values of the work variables). Our program execution mechanism explores the computation tree by means of a depth-first search. As we have already mentioned in Section 1, care has to be taken so as not to compute the leading-to-acceptance value of a configuration multiple times. For this purpose, we apply tabling [7, 32] , i.e., all configurations already encountered are stored in a table together with their leading-to-acceptance value. Hence, when the same configuration occurs again in some other node of the computation tree, then its leading-to-acceptance value is simply read from this table rather than computed again.
Infinite paths in the computation tree. But then, the handling of cycles (and, hence, possibly infinite paths in the computation tree) has to be taken care of. One possibility to prevent cycles would be to request the programmer to provide a counter or similar techniques. Such counters are usually initialized by a polynomial w.r.t. p u b l i c c l a s s D e f i n i t e H o r n { p r i v a t e ATM <I n p u t t a p e , Worktape> atm ; p u b l i c c l a s s I n p u t t a p e { [ . . . ] } p u b l i c c l a s s W o rk t a p e i mpl e me nts I n t e r f a c e W o r k t a p e <I n p u t t a p e > { the size of the input. For the Horn minimal model problem, we know that there can be no derivation whose length exceeds the number of rules. For the Cat and Mouse game, the number of possible game configurations explored along each path cannot exceed n 2 , where n is the number of vertices in the graph. For theoretical considerations, the counter technique is very useful in that it guarantees certain upper bounds on the length of computation paths. However, for practical computation, they are far from optimal. First, counters do not exclude cycles completely; they just guarantee a certain upper bound on the the worst-case effect of cycles. Second, counters would have to be introduced and maintained on the program level; instead we want to solve the problem of cycles on the level of the execution mechanism.
In fact, there is a surprisingly simple solution to this problem guided by the following observation: If a cycle (i.e., the repetition of a configuration) occurs in the execution of the alternating program, then the last edge of this computation path should return a "reject" answer to its parent node, since this cycle would never lead to a minimal solution. However, this "reject" answer should be considered as local in the sense that it has thus not been generally proved that the corresponding configuration really has a negative leading-to-acceptance value. It has only been detected that on this computation path we may assume a negative leading-to-acceptance value without loosing minimal solutions. Our execution mechanism therefore saves the current computation path in a list with some stack functionality. Whenever a computation revisits a configuration c saved in this list, the algorithm simple determines this edge as false -without modifying c and its leading-to-acceptance value in the table. Note that an edge (i.e., the transition from some configuration c to a configuration c ′ ) may lead to a cycle in one computation path while it is a sensible choice in another path. We resolve this problem by marking rejects caused by cycles. As soon as the first node of the cycle (which we refer to as the cycle leader), is decided to an accept or non-marked reject, the algorithm recomputes the leading-to-acceptance values of the states mapped to marked rejects. If the first cycle leader in the computation path is set to a marked reject, then we save this as an ordinary reject. Strategy of the execution mechanism. In summary, the execution mechanism for alternating programs works as follows:
1. Check if the configuration is in the table and, if so, return the value from the table.
2. Check if the configuration is in the predecessor list and, if so, return a marked reject.
3. Save a copy of the configuration.
4.
Compute the deterministic code of the state until there is an alternating construct.
5. If this construct is an accept / reject statement, then the algorithm returns true / false.
6. If this construct is a forall or exists construct, then the algorithm (a) computes all successor configurations and stores them until we make a decision about the original configuration;
(b) evaluates the leading-to-acceptance value of the successors and combines them, according to the quantifier, to a leadingto-acceptance value for the original configuration.
7. Store the copy of the original configuration and the leading-toacceptance value in the table.
8. If this configuration is a cycle leader, then we update the table according to the leading-to-acceptance value.
Compiler. Our Alter-Java compiler maps an alternating program to several Java classes within the same file, i.e., we handle nested classes. The main class adopts the name of the alternating program and has the following nested classes:
• a class Inputtape which is a container for the input variables of the alternating program;
• a container class Worktape to handle the work variables;
• a class for each state in the alternating algorithm. Such a class inherits a method to set the input and defines a method which, when given a configuration (i.e., actual values of the work variables), computes the result of the state. Such a result is either accept, reject, or a set of successors with a quantifier.
In Figure 9 , a schematic presentation of the class DefiniteHorn is given, corresponding to the Alter-Java program for the Definite Horn Minimal Model problem ( Figure 6 in Section 6.1).
Methods of the main class. The main class itself has two methods. The compute method executes the alternating algorithm for a given problem instance (which has to be provided as input parameters on the method call) and returns whether the algorithm accepts or rejects. Thus, in case of DefiniteHorn, the interface is as follows:
p u b l i c bo o l e a n compute ( i n t g o a l , Map<I n t e g e r , Se t<Se t<I n t e g e r >>> r u l e s )
The getComputationTree() method is the interface to the computation tree of the alternating computation and returns that tree as a ComputationTree<Worktape> object.
As mentioned in Section 5, the computation tree allows us to reconstruct a solution in case the alternating program returns a positive result value. In our program execution based on tabling, we save the whole computation tree in the table. After solving the decision problem with the compute method, we can access the computation tree with the getComputationTree() method. This method returns an object of type alternation . runtime .ComputationTree, which offers a tree functionality to navigate between configurations and to access their work variables. So we can write programs to retrieve a winning strategy for a specific game or to get a proof tree for a Horn problem.
In Figure 10 , we show an example program that extracts all rules from the proof tree of a definite Horn minimal model instance. We simply do this by recursive access to the leading-to-acceptance successors starting with the initial configuration (i.e., the root of the computation tree). Figure 10 . Extracting rules from a proof tree.
Experimental Results
In this section, we report on first experiences gained with our AlterJava framework. The primary goal of our tests was to compare the performance of our alternating programs with standard solvers for the same problem and with corresponding imperative programs. Moreover, we wanted to test the performance gain of the sophisticated cycle detection mechanism presented in Section 7 compared with a naive counter-based cycle detection. For the comparison of the alternating and imperative programs, we wanted to quantify the amount of extra code required in case of an efficient imperative program. Below we summarize the results for the Definite Horn Minimal Model problem and for the Cat and Mouse problem.
The running times reported in this section (see Figures 11 and 13) were obtained on a desktop PC with the following characteristics: (1) CPU: PE T300 Quad Core Xeon X3323, 2.5GHz, 2x3MB, 1333MHz FSB; (2) RAM: 4GB DDR2 667MHz Memory; (3) OS: SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 10; (4) Java: Java(TM) SE Runtime Environment (build 1.6.0 10-rc-b28). The Java virtual machine was started with the parameters -Xms512m -Xmx1536m -Xss2024k. So the programs where restricted to 1.5 GB memory.
Definite Horn Minimal Model problem. We compared the alternating program from Section 6.1 with an "ordinary" imperative program and with a standard ASP solver -the DLV system [22] . The imperative program is based on the straightforward computation of the minimal model of a propositional logic program -without optimizations like in [9] : The program starts by initializing the set M to the empty set. In each iteration, we inspect every clause of the formula. If all negated literals of a clause are already in M , then the positive literal is added to M and the clause is removed. The algorithm accepts as soon as we add the input variable p to M ; it rejects if M cannot be further extended and p ∈ M .
The test cases for these tests were generated as follows: A problem instance consists of a definite Horn formula over some set Σ of variables and a variable p. We fixed the set of variables to Σ1 = {0, 1, . . . , 48, 49} (see part (a) of Figure 11 ) or Σ2 = Figure 11 ) and the variable p to 0. Then we randomly generated a definite Horn formula as follows: First, we restricted the size of each clause to at most three literals. Note that this is no loss of generality since every clause of length n > 3 can be replaced by n − 2 clauses of length ≤ 3, e.g.: the clause q ∨ ¬r1 ∨ ¬r2 ∨ · · · ∨ ¬rm can be replaced by {q ∨ ¬r1 ∨ ¬s1; s1 ∨ ¬r2 ∨ ¬s2; . . . ; sm−2 ∨ ¬rm−1 ∨ ¬rm}. For our tests, we generated k pairwise distinct clauses by selecting variables uniformly distributed. For each combination of Σi and k, we generated 150 test instances. The running times in Figure 11 correspond to the average values for each combination of Σi and k.
As we see in Figure 11 , the running times of all three programs are in the same order of magnitude. For a low density of clauses, they are very similar -with DLV being slightly faster than the imperative and the alternating program. For a high density of clauses, the imperative program is fastest -about two times faster than the alternating program. Apparently, a high branching factor in the computation tree is particularly disadvantageous for the alternating approach. The reason why DLV is not generally faster than our naive imperative program is probably due to the fact that DLV always computes the entire minimal model M while our programs (both the imperative and the alternating one) stop the computation as soon as p ∈ M has been proved.
Cat and Mouse problem. For the Cat and Mouse problem, no standard solver is available. Hence, we only compare the alternating Cat and Mouse program from Section 6.2 with an imperative program. For this comparison, we first have to decide how much effort should be put into the development of the imperative program. In principle, one could start with a straightforward program which implements the exists-and forall-conditions by means of for-loops and recursion. The resulting imperative program would look quite similar to our alternating program from Section 6.2. However, with-package a t . a c . t u w i e n . d b a i . a l t e r n a t i o n . e x a mp l e ; p u b l i c c l a s s CatAndMouse{ p r i v a t e s t a t i c Graph<I n t e g e r > g a me b o a rd ; p r i v a t e s t a t i c Graph . Node<I n t e g e r > g o a l ; p u b l i c s t a t i c bo o l e a n d e c i d e C a t A n d M o u se ( Graph<I n t e g e r > gameboard , Graph . Node<I n t e g e r > c a t S t a r t , Graph . Node< I n t e g e r > m o u s e S t a r t , Graph . Node<I n t e g e r > g o a l ) { CatAndMouse . g a me b o a rd= g a me b o a rd ; CatAndMouse . g o a l = g o a l ; r e t u r n computeMouse ( c a t S t a r t , m o u s e S t a r t , g a me b o a rd . s i z e ( ) * g a me b o a rd . s i z e ( ) ) ; } p u b l i c s t a t i c bo o l e a n computeMouse ( Graph . Node<I n t e g e r > c a t P o s i t i o n , Graph . Node<I n t e g e r > m o u s e P o s i t i o n , i n t c o u n t e r ) { i f ( m o u s e P o s i t i o n == c a t P o s i t i o n | | c o u n t e r <0) r e t u r n f a l s e ; f o r ( Graph . Node c h i l d : m o u s e P o s i t i o n . g e t C h i l d r e n ( ) ) { i f ( c o m p u t e C a t ( c a t P o s i t i o n , c h i l d , c o u n t e r −1) ) r e t u r n t r u e ; } r e t u r n f a l s e ; } p u b l i c s t a t i c bo o l e a n c o mp u t e C a t ( Graph . Node<I n t e g e r > c a t P o s i t i o n , Graph . Node<I n t e g e r > m o u s e P o s i t i o n , i n t c o u n t e r ) { i f ( m o u s e P o s i t i o n == g o a l ) r e t u r n t r u e ; i f ( m o u s e P o s i t i o n == c a t P o s i t i o n ) r e t u r n f a l s e ; i f ( ! computeMouse ( c a t P o s i t i o n , m o u s e P o s i t i o n , c o u n t e r −1) ) r e t u r n f a l s e ; f o r ( Graph . Node c h i l d : c a t P o s i t i o n . g e t C h i l d r e n ( ) ) { i f ( c h i l d != g o a l && ! computeMouse ( c h i l d , m o u s e P o s i t i o n , c o u n t e r −1) ) r e t u r n f a l s e ; } r e t u r n t r u e ; } } Figure 12 . Imperative realization of the Cat and Mouse Game.
out the embedding into a framework including cycle detection, such an attempt fails. We therefore have to incorporate some kind of cycle detection into our imperative program. The resulting program is depicted in Figure 12 .
Note that if we omit the counter-based cycle detection from that program, then termination could not be guaranteed. Indeed, our program corresponds to a depth-first search through the computation tree. Since the computation tree, in general, contains infinite branches (due to cycles in the configurations), the cycle-detection is crucial to guarantee termination. However, the program is still far from satisfactory. Without some improvement in the form of tabling, our imperative program has, in general, exponential run time behaviour. We do not explicitly give the code for table management here. Our imperative program from Figure 12 increases to approx. 120 lines of Java code if tabling is incorporated.
We carried out tests with the following two programs: on the one hand, the imperative program with counter-based cycle detection and tabling; on the other hand, the alternating program from Section 6.2 when executed in our Alter-Java framework (which contains a more sophisticated cycle detection mechanism, see Section 7). We obtained test cases by varying the graph size from 10 to 50 vertices and randomly generating graphs for these cases. In order to control the number of edges, we fixed a parameter p indicating the probability with which two arbitrary vertices are adjacent or not. We carried out tests for parameter values p = 0.3, p = 0.5, and p = 0.7. For each of the resulting cases (determined by number of vertices and parameter value p) we randomly generated 150 instances of the Cat and Mouse game (i.e., a graph plus start position of mouse, start position of cat, and goal). In Figure 13 , the average running times of our alternating program and of the above imperative program are juxtaposed.
The test results suggest that even more effort has to be put into the imperative program -incorporating a more sophisticated cycle detection mechanism, e.g., like the one described in Section 7. But then we ultimately arrive at an imperative program which does all the work provided by our Alter-Java framework without a significant gain in performance. Note that the compilation of our alternating Cat and Mouse program results in Java code whichtogether with the tabling and cycle detection code of our framework -amounts to approx. 700 lines of code. Hence, the imperative program in Figure 12 has to be increased by a factor of > 10 in order to arrive at a similar performance as our alternating program from Section 6.2. In contrast, the programmer of Alter-Java can fully concentrate on the declarative meaning of the alternating program without worrying about the execution of this program. Avoiding repeated computation of the same configurations and detecting cycles is entirely in the responsibility of the execution mechanism and not of the programmer.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented alternation as a useful programming paradigm, which we have actually incorporated into Java. We have shown that many problems (also outside the domain of games) admit very succinct and intuitive characterizations via alternation. We have developed a framework for this extended language (referred to as Alter-Java) consisting of an ANTLR Grammar for Alter-Java, a compiler that translates alternating programs into Java classes, and a Java package for executing alternating programs, see [10] . We have also reported on our experience gained from tests with this framework. In particular, it has turned out that a lot of code can be avoided by writing alternating programs and using our framework instead of implementing functionalities like cycle detection separately for every problem.
So far, we have mainly concentrated on problems from P (the class of problems solvable in polynomial time), which coincides with ALOGSPACE. Recall that alternating algorithms for problems in ALOGSPACE have, in general, an exponentially big computation tree. An important subclass of ALOGSPACE and, hence, of P is LOGCFL -the subclass of problems in ALOGSPACE where every successful computation is guaranteed to have a computation tree of polynomial size [31] . An important aspect of LOGCFL is that the problems in this class are highly parallizable. Our next step of research in this area is therefore devoted to LOGCFL and to optimizations of the execution mechanism for alternating programs, exploiting the possibilities of parallelization. As target application, we primarily envisage constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs). Note that one of the most powerful concepts of identifying tractable fragments of CSPs via structural decomposition are so-called hypertree decompositions [14] . It was shown that deciding if a CSP instance has a hypertree decomposition of some width w (for fixed w) is in LOGCFL. The actual hypertree decomposition is very closely related to (and can be easily retrieved from) the computation tree of a successful computation of the alternating algorithm. Likewise, in case such a hypertree decomposition exists, solving the CSP instance itself is in LOGCFL [15] . We therefore plan to explore the potential of alternating programs for LOGCFLproblems -in particular in the area of CSPs.
Another area where alternation naturally occurs is Computer Aided Verification (CAV). Many logics in this field rely on alternation (see, e.g., [24, 34] ). Exploring possible applications of alternating programs to CAV is, therefore, also an important item on the agenda for future work. In particular, comparisons with CTL model checkers might guide us towards further optimization techniques. 
